ON-SITE EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT

Every day, nurses leave bedsides to hunt for equipment. Pumps and beds litter hallways. Supply chain teams buy and rent excess equipment. And clinical engineering is tasked with fixing equipment — that’s not actually broken. On-site equipment management services from UHS solve these problems and help your hospital recover millions in wasted equipment spending. We help you right-size your equipment inventory by ensuring the right equipment is in the right place, at the right time.

Reduce Equipment Rental and Decrease Nurse Frustration

Our experts handle the entire process, including pickup, delivery, cleaning, maintenance, recalls, inventory levels and more.

DRIVING MEASURABLE IMPROVEMENTS

INCREASE CLINICIAN TIME AT BEDSIDE

IMPROVE EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

REDUCE EQUIPMENT RENTAL & PURCHASE COSTS

www.uhs.com
Our Services Portfolio

Movable Medical Equipment Management

Comprising 90% of hospital equipment inventory, MME is a challenge to manage efficiently. With our proven process, you get one point of contact, on-site at your facility. From request to pick-up, we can manage equipment in a single department, entire facility or across an IDN.

Specialty Beds and Therapy Surfaces Management

Quick access to the right specialty equipment is key to reducing patient injury. Our on-site staff helps improve speed to therapy, reduce specialty equipment downtime and drive compliance to nursing care plans—all with the goal of ensuring optimal clinical outcomes.

Surgical Equipment Management

Optimizing utilization of expensive surgical lasers within your hospital, or across your IDN, is a priority. Our certified laser technicians safely operate and mobilize your equipment. When there is volume demand, we’re ready with state-of-the-art equipment, case management and laser operation services.

> See more at uhs.com/onsite

One Element of a Broader Solution

Our on-site services unburden staff and reduce equipment costs. But there are much greater savings and efficiency gains just waiting for you in other areas, like supply chain and clinical engineering. UHS now offers an approach called Equipment Value Management (EVM) that connects all of these areas, resulting in multiplied cost savings and clinical improvements for your hospital.

EVM includes a mix of equipment rental and on-site services that bridge the gaps between clinical, supply chain and clinical engineering teams. The outcomes? Clinicians get more face time with patients, supply chain teams uncover deep savings and clinical engineering departments solve the persistent problem of prioritizing equipment backlogs. We can quickly manage this process, reduce waste and lower costs.

> See your UHS representative for more details or visit www.uhs.com/evm

About UHS

We offer a unique full range of equipment-based services, including rental, on-site managed services and supplemental clinical engineering services. Working side-by-side with clinicians, supply chain teams and clinical engineers in more than 7,000 locations gives us a broad perspective on medical equipment management. We believe optimizing patient outcomes and driving meaningful operational savings requires an end-to-end approach. So, we offer solutions that connect departments, fix fragmented processes and free health care professionals to focus on what they do best—providing exceptional care and best-in-class patient experiences. For information on how we do this, visit www.uhs.com.